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Lachen Freygunnr

Lachen Freygunnr is a player character played by DocTomoe.

Lachen Freygunnr

Species: NH-33 Nekovalkyrja (Tennyo)
Gender: Female

Age: 0 Years
Height: 5'4“ / 163cm
Weight: 108lbs / 48.98kg

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Medic

Rank: Nothing found
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Lachen Freygunnr

Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Task Force Lantern1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4” / 163cm
Mass: 108lbs / 48.98kg
Measurements: 30I(HH)/26/36

Build and Skin Color: There are two words which can effectively describe Lachen's build; hourglass and
rugged. With wide hips and a prominent bust, Lachen seems at a glance to be rather unremarkable for a
Nekovalkyrja, however, she retains a notable muscle structure with a lightly pronounced abdominal
muscles, lean yet strong arms, and well toned legs, she is easily able to deliver the strength in which her
model of body provides. Complimenting her fair features, her skin is eggshell white, a coloration which
echos the skin tone found in early model nekovalkyrja.

Eyes and Facial Features: Lachen's eyes are able to be described as a distinctive departure from the
traditional eye style which most of her modern peers have been created with, instead, her eyes appear
nearly Nepleslian in style due to roundness and the minimal lid crease. Her eye color is a glassy blue-
grey.

Along with her eye features, Lachen has a squared facial structure, with notable jaw and cheek bones.
Lachen's lips are full, producing a distinctive 'pout'. Her nose shape is classified as 'Celestial', with a
9/10ths inch protrusion and a 7/10ths inch width, and 1 and 1/2 inch height.

Ears: Traditional nekovalkyrja, lightly furred, blond.

Hair Color and Style: Lachen's hair is distinctively blond, quite pale in coloration, and is naturally full
and wavy with a predisposition to form loose ringlets. Length is two inches past her shoulders. On duty,
she elects to wear her hair in either a loose braid, or in a chignon style bun.

Distinguishing Features: A physical anachronism of sorts, Lachen has been produced to fit the
physical exterior parameters of a traditional 'cold weather' type nekovalkyrja, roughly comparable to
those of the NH-17 product line, with features that could be distinctively compared to the ancient
Nepleslian 'Norse' and 'Germanic' peoples. Included in this image of nostalgia are manufacturer tattoos,
placed upon her upper right arm, left thigh, lower back, cheek, and space between her collar bones. Each
of these tattoos is similar in design, consisting of a string of numbers and letters in traditional Yamataian,
indicating her model type, number in production, and place of manufacture. There is a square space on
each of these tattoos which has been left blank upon her creation, intended to be updated with rank
insignia, which at the moment is represented by the rank insignia of a Nitô Hei in service to Task Force
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Lantern.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Created YE 35 aboard Super Eikan-class Heavy Cruiser Motome as supplementary crew
intended for Leo Station, Lachen is still quite young, in fact, fresh from the vat. She has yet to have life
experiences which would shape her personality beyond what was formulated by PANTHEON to be planted
within her. What PANTHEON planted as a personality fits into an archetype set by Kessaku Irim. Due to
the archetype, Lachen is very self confident, driven, and loyal to the Empire. However, in a twist of irony,
PANTHEON assigned Lachen upon creation to the task of serving as a combat medic, a far departure from
the battle hardened warrior which her personality drives her to become. Despite the almost satirical
product which PANTHEON created when it produced Lachen, she retains utmost confidence in her
abilities, while having a strong enough ego to support her behavior and personal traits.

What has also come from the personality archetype which was planted within her, is a strong sense of
tradition, and recognition of the history of the nekovalkyrja weapon series, which gives rise to the only
insecurity which Lachen has; her body model, and how she wishes to measure up to her ancestors.

Likes: Regimentation, learning, food that is just warm enough to scald slightly forcing the need to
eat it slowly.
Dislikes: Ironic humor, impractical designs, her own shortcomings
Goals: To live up to the ideals which had been programmed into her upon creation, and to strive
for the opportunity to become something kin to what her sisters in arms were before her.

History

Family (or Creators)

PANTHEON, MEGAMI Node, Super Eikan-class Heavy Cruiser Motome

Pre-RP

Created YE 35, embedded infantry, medical, and related training suitable for field personnel. No notable
history beyond creation, and artificial simulated training exercises in conjunction with hands-on training
exercises. Released from training program after required one-hundred day period. Transferred to Leo
Station during a scheduled crew compliment supplementary transfer.

Skills
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Communication

Trained in standard Star Army of Yamatai communication techniques, including radio operation
procedures, transceiver equipment operation (Including her own body), PANTHEON and IES based
communications, and paperwork procedures. Lachen also has been trained with supplemental language
packs beyond Yamataian and Trade, including Abwehran, Lorath, Helashio, and Iromakuanhe dialects.

Fighting

An essential staple for infantry operations, Lachen has received hand-to-hand combat training as well as
armed combat training, extreme environment combat training, and has received training to properly use
standard-issue Star Army of Yamatai arms, munitions, and equipment including power armor.
Supplemental training has been applied to include training in combat methods and equipment native to
the Yugumo Cluster and adjoining regions.

Key focuses of Lachen's training mainly were upon defensive combat strategies, and methods of
optimizing the features which were built into her body, including hand-to-hand techniques focused on
methods outside of raw strength. She has also proven to have a steady hand, favorable for ranged
engagements.

Technology Operation

Lachen is fully versed in the use and repair of the Kessaku OS. She has been trained to properly search,
input, and program information in the Kessaku OS operating environment, through telepathic, tactile, and
SPINE inputs. Lachen has also been trained to have basic operating knowledge of former United Outer
Colonies assets, as well as limited knowledge of technical information regarding ships and assets which
can be found in the region of the Yugumo Cluster.

Mathematics

Besides being effectively a walking-talking computer, Lachen has learned how to traditionally solve math
problems ranging from basic math, to advanced trigonometry. A specialty of Lachen's is the capability to
rapidly calculate fluid volumes, and estimate object mass.

Medical

Lachen has been programmed with PANTHEON's full record of medical procedures, protocols, and
treatment information. Thanks to PANTHEON's programming, Lachen is fully able to conduct procedures
ranging from basic first aid, to field surgery, to full on long-term care. Notably, Lachen has not been
programmed with a suitable bedside manner for such a skilled medical professional, thus resulting in
some patient relation difficulties, especially when treating natural born life forms.
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Biology

As an extension of her medical training, Lachen has been instilled with knowledge concerning the topic of
biology. Her scope of education includes genetics, bioengineering, xenobiology, zoology, biological
weapon engineering, pathology, biological anthropology, ecology, astrobiology, biochemestry, and an
assortment of additional subjects.

Unfortunately, due to a lack of context, Lachen is effectively an encyclopedia, requiring life experience
before she is able to apply sufficient personal intuition to what she is aware of, to be able to make any
advancement in research or make any decisive deductions in the field beyond what she already knows.

Knowlege

As something of an ironic humor which was enacted upon her by PANTHEON, Lachen has been
programmed with a detailed history of the Yamatai Empire, with emphasis upon the history of the
nekovalkyrja. This history has made Lachen fully aware of who and what she is in relation to the history
of the Empire. Beyond the information regarding the Empire's history, Lachen has also been endowed
with a rather active capability for memory and reference, which was deemed suitable for her medical
duties. A basic knowledge of law has also been applied, for the purpose of ethical conduct.

Finances

Lachen Freygunnr is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

Inventory

Lachen Freygunnr has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Type 30 Star Army Female Bodysuit, Type 22
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32
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1 Ceremonial Sash
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Character Data
Character Name Lachen Freygunnr
Character Owner DocTomoe
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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